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RESEARCH ARTICLE

State-led modernization of the Ethiopian sugar industry:
questions of power and agency in lowland transformation
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aNoragric, Norwegian University of Life Sciences, Ås, Norway; bSchool of Law, Hawassa University, Hawassa,
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ABSTRACT
This article critically analyses the history of the Ethiopian sugar
industry, with emphasis on drivers, decision-making and
processes of incorporation and exclusion aiming to transform
lowlands. We argue that the government has used a state-led
modernization and expansion of the sugar industry to
consolidate the power of central governments. Through the
creation of sugar-based agribusinesses, the changing regimes
have sought to extend their control over natural resources,
increase the movement of labour, and stimulate economic
growth. This has led to deepened state structures and
considerable transformation of power relations, causing
marginalization of the affected communities. In Ethiopia’s post-
2018 political and economic transition, this modernist and
expansionist programme found itself in a set of deep economic
and financial crises, leading to government initiatives to privatize
the sugar industry. In response to the privatization initiatives,
local elites articulate and contest the historical process of
marginalization and compete in demanding redress for the
adverse incorporation of the communities. They do so to expand
the community space for agency and enforce their interests in
gaining from, and perhaps dominating a privatization process
through takeover strategies. The past modernist development
approach that caused marginalization is likely to affect a new
stage of lowland transformation.
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The establishment and expansion of the sugar industry have been one of the largest and
most significant modernization projects in the Ethiopian lowlands. While it expanded
rapidly during the past 20 years, the industry also has a deeper history that goes back
to when a centre of sugarcane production was established in the Awash Valley during
the Italian occupation in the 1930s.1 After the Imperial government had retaken
control of the country, it authorized a Dutch company first to activate the sugar manu-
facturing industry at Wonji in the 1950s, and then to expand it to Shoa and Metahara in
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the late 1960s. During the rule of the military government, theDerg (1974-1991), the state
nationalized and expanded the sugar industry into the Fincha Valley, a development that
was completed during the late 1990s. During the period of the EPRDF government
(1991–2019), several expansions and new factories were made, particularly after 2004.
Government’s developmentalist narrative has justified massive investments in the estab-
lishment of a state-led and rapidly expanding sugar industry, which by 2020 earmarked
more than 300,000 hectares of land in Lower Awash, Fincha, Beles and Omo Valleys, as
well as in the West and Northwest (see Table 1).

With three successive governments investing in the sugar industry, the question
about why sugar has continuously remained a strategic political and economic tool
of the state is critical. This question is particularly pertinent since, despite decades
of aspiration and effort, the governments have not succeeded in making sugar
become a major export, but rather meeting growing domestic demand of sugar, and
exploiting economic advantages of its by-products including ethanol and electricity.
Academic literature is also critical of the development approach taken by successive
Ethiopian governments in promoting large-scale commercial agriculture. Scholars
have characterized state-led agricultural development programmes as efforts in social
and environmental re-engineering,2 exploitation of the margins,3 attempts of managing
‘land and labour’,4 utilizing development as a means of ‘assimilation and integration’,5

‘territorial annexation’,6 and a thickening of the state authority and control over
peoples and resources in the lowlands.7 These scholars view the programmes as part
of the longstanding centre-periphery relations and processes of Ethiopian state for-
mation, centralizing power and marginalizing lowland communities. They see develop-
ment policies as a modernization project aimed to create development corridors,
‘extract resources’ from river basins and irrigable lowlands, in order to generate econ-
omic opportunities for a young and growing population and achieve a structural trans-
formation of the economy.

Table 1. ESC data of sugarcane plantation and inclusive development packages.

Factories ESC Land/ H

Opportunities created Development packages

Job OGA INF ST CPD SM Cash/Birr

Wonji-Shoa 9000 – 7000 H
31 OGA
9319 HH

– – – – –

Metahara 11,000 – – – – – – –
Fincha 21,000 – – – – – – –
Tendaho 25,000 77,035 17 OGA

1667 HH
Yes – – Yes 1,600,000.00

Kesem 20,000 42,773 399HH
5OGA

Yes – – Yes –

Arjo Dedesa 16,000 17,547 – Yes Yes Yes Yes 65,660,000.00
Omo Kuraz 100,000 110,000 2205HH

1653.75H
Yes Yes Yes Yes 91,592,132.30

Beles 40,000 91,493 – Yes – Yes Yes 178,680,000.00
Welkait 40,000 84,659 – Yes Yes Yes Yes 407,600,000.00
Total 282,000 450,000 17,246.82H

67 OGA
15,011 HH

255 Project More than 1.2 Billion Birr

Source: Compiled from ESC reports. Acronyms: CPD – Compensation for Property Damage, HH – household, H-hectare,
INF – Infrastructure, OGA – Outgrower Association, SM – Social Mobilization, and ST – Skill Training.
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Following the 2018 political transition, the government launched an economic reform,
including plans for the privatization of (part of) the sugar industry. In the process, local
communities articulated their concern about the marginalization they have experienced
and local business elites entered into the competition about acquiring control of the most
productive factories by establishing a company.8 The company also involves local com-
munities and political actors, who raised the question of ‘who is the buyer’, ‘which fac-
tories’ and ‘whose land’.9 In the process of these critical engagements, the local actors
articulated their issues of power and agency. The company strategically presented the his-
torical relationships and marginalization of its majority shareholders in order to claim an
equitable consideration of the company in the privatization process.10 The strategy
emphasizes redressing the adverse incorporation of the affected communities but may
also reflect a hostile attempt to dominate the local involvement in the privatization
process. Therefore, in the post-2018 developments, how to balance the economic objec-
tives of the sugar industry with the economic, social and political issues of the affected
communities remains critical.

This article reviews the history of the Ethiopian sugar industry with the aim of ana-
lysing the modernist political and economic model of the industry, the policy justifica-
tions, crises and issues of power and agency inherent in the development model and
their implications for the post-2018 privatization process. We interrogate why a com-
modity vulnerable to boom-and-bust was prioritized and what crises and issues of
power and agency arose due to the development approach of the industry. Based on
the concept of agency as ‘power to’ and ‘power over’,11 it also analyses how communities
articulated their agency and power in response to the creation of the sugar industry and
its estates, including in the post-2018 developments. Of primary sources, we rely mainly
on government policy documents and reports as well as the plans, reports, announce-
ments and fact sheets of the Ethiopian Sugar Corporation (ESC). To assess the pro-
duction by sugar factories and smallholder suppliers, we use several data sources
including Central Statistics Agency (CSA) reports for smallholder and private-sector
production, ESC reports for state-owned plantations, and the National Bank of Ethiopia
for export trends. Limited data presents a challenge in assessing government objectives
and a number of other factors, and hence we use the literature to fill these gaps. The
limited data also affects the process of validating the quality of data, including policy
trends and developments.

We argue that a modernist political and economic approach has informed the sugar
industry and nation-building project of shifting governments of Ethiopia. The modernist
political and economical approach has been prone to economic, political and social crises
that produces and reproduces issues of marginalization and shapes the ways actors of the
lowlands communities articulate their agency and power in the post-2018 privatization
process of the industry. With this intent, the following section presents the history of
the sugar industry in Ethiopia, period by period, noting the main features of its
context and growth. Next, we discuss the modernist political and economic strategies
and its crises, and we take this up to the post-2018 privatization developments and
discuss how the local actors participate in process. Finally, we analyse the implication
of modernism with the question of power and agency in the lowland transformation
process.
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The creation of an industry: the early days of the sugar buzz

Sugar cane plantations in Ethiopia date back to the Italian occupation of the Awash River
Valley. After its return to power, in 1950, the Imperial Regime entered into a concession
with HVA, a Dutch company, with the aim of producing sugar for import substitution.12

The concession’s attractive foreign investment conditions included lease rights on 5000
hectares of land, a monopoly of sugar production within a radius of 100 miles, a tax
holiday, and duty-free import of capital goods.13 The Wonji plantation and factory
began operations in 1954. In 1962 it expanded by annexing 1600 hectares of additional
land and creating the Shoa Sugar Factory, which together formed the Wonji–Shoa Sugar
Factory.14 Increasing domestic sugar demand, and the suitability of the land and climate
for sugarcane cultivation, spurred a further expansion of the sugar industry to the Meta-
hara plains of the middle Awash Valley, where the Imperial Regime granted a concession
to HVA to acquire another 11,000 hectares of land in 1965 and the Metahara Sugar
Factory began operations in 1969.15

In 1975, the socialist Derg regime nationalized all the Ethiopian sugar factories and
their plantations. Three years later, by Legal Notice No. 58/1978, the then Ministry of
Industry established the Ethiopian Sugar Corporation (ESC), which would manage the
Wonji–Shoa and Metahara Sugar Factories. The ESC pursued the further expansion of
the sugar industry in Fincha Valley by conducting a comprehensive study in collabor-
ation with a British consultancy firm in 1978. However, due to financial and political
crises, the construction of a factory did not begin until 1988 and production not until
1998.16 Fincha Sugar Factory had 12,170 hectares of plantation and was the first
ethanol-producing plant in the country.17 Following the regime change in 1991, the tran-
sitional government dissolved the Ethiopian Sugar Corporation, thereafter creating the
Metahara Sugar Factory (Regulation No. 88/1992), theWonji–Shoa Sugar Factory (Regu-
lation No. 89/1992) and the Fincha Sugar Factory (Regulation No. 199/1994) as distinct
state development enterprises.

In the 1950s and 1960s, the industry made use of outgrower schemes and various
other employment opportunities in order to counter local resistance by incorporating
agro-pastoralists in the sugarcane agribusiness. The Wonji–Shoa sugarcane factory
offered cane-cutting employment opportunity for the lowland people of Jille–
Oromo.18 In the 1960s and 1970s, the Sultan of Awssa resisted displacement by the
expanding Wonji–Shoa and Metahara sugar factories. In Afar, resistance by the power-
ful elite forced the Imperial Regime to recognize their land interests.19 In 1975/1976, a
mandatory scheme with seven outgrower associations was established, giving some Afar
people access to irrigation, machinery and household support.20 However, Bahiru
Zewde criticized these initiatives as failures from the beginning due to the unsuitability
of the schemes and drastic alteration of pastoral livelihoods.21 The factory had unrea-
listic expectations about the skills of the people involved as outgrowers and provided no
substantial training or skill development. The pastoralists had neither the inclination
nor a sufficient number of free hands for the laborious task of cane-cutting; conse-
quently, the company ended up bringing young labourers from densely populated
areas such as Kambata and Wolaita, with far-reaching consequences for social
relations.22
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The post-2004/2005 sugar industry revolution

Expanding the existing factories

An expansion of the existing sugar factories began with the establishment of the Ethio-
pian Sugar Industry Support Centre in 1998. It was a share-company established by the
state-owned financial institutions Ethiopian Development Bank and the Ethiopian Insur-
ance Company to provide technical support for the development and expansion of all
sugar factories, thereby safeguarding their shareholding investments. In 2005, the gov-
ernment Plan for Accelerated and Sustained Development to End Poverty (PASDEP)
included a sugar development master plan to expand the Wonji–Shoa, Metahara and
Fincha sugar factories, with the aim of producing 1.2 million tons of sugar, 143
million litres of ethanol, 86 MW electric power per year as well as to ‘increase the
export share of the country in the international sugar market by 2.5%’ by the end of
2009/2010.23

In 2006, the Government of Ethiopia obtained a loan of 640 million USD from the
Government of India with the objective of expanding sugar factories, first to meet
domestic demand and then to export sugar and ethanol.24 In the same year, a contract
was awarded to an Indian firm for the redevelopment and expansion of the Wonji–
Shoa Factory, which had been operational for more than half a century and required
renovation work that was completed in 2013.25 This sugarcane plantation expansion
over three phases (in 2008, 2011 and 2013) covered more than 9500 hectares of
land and involved new outgrowers, the number of associations increasing from 7 to
31.26 In Metahara, an additional 10,000 hectares sugarcane plantation was added
and an ethanol-producing plant was completed in 2010 at the site. At Fincha, a
project expanding the sugarcane plantation to 21,000 hectares was also awarded to
an Indian firm.27

Constructing new factories

PASDEP also included an ambitious plan to construct new factories with high pro-
duction capacities. In 2006, the Ministry of Council established Tendaho Sugar
Factory through Regulation No. 122/2006. After several delays, the factory started
production in 2014, and in 2019 it was reported to have 10,000 hectares of sugar
cane,28 with plans to expand to 25,000.29 To promote the development of the
sugar industry, state firm support services were reorganized from the Ethiopian
Sugar Industry Support Centre to the Ethiopian Sugar Development Agency, a
state development enterprise (proclamation 405/2006 on 27 July 2006). The procla-
mation expanded the Agency’s mandate to include planning and developing new
sugar development projects and providing training and marketing support.30 In
2009 the Agency launched the Kesem Sugar Development Project as an expansion
of the Metahara sugar factory, with the aim of putting 10,000 hectares of sugar
cane under irrigation by the Kesem River.31 Due to its distance from Metahara, an
autonomous factory was constructed and commenced operations in 2015. The
Kesem Factory is in the process of expanding its total sugarcane plantation to
20,000 hectares of land and involves five outgrower associations in supplying
additional sugarcane.32
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The big push

After 2010, a big push for the development of new sugar factories was institutionalized by
dissolving the Ethiopian Sugar Development Agency and establishing the Ethiopian
Sugar Corporation (ESC) with a name and operational structure similar to the agency
once created by the Derg government. The ESC took over the rights and obligations
of the Ethiopian Sugar Development Agency and centralized the sugar factories man-
dates.33 The ESC launched a massive and ambitious plan to construct ten sugarcane fac-
tories during the period of the first Growth and Transformation Plan (GTP I, 2010/
112014/15). This included seven new factories, four in Omo Valley, two in Beles
Valley and one in Welkait, in addition to the two, then on-going factory constructions
of Tendaho and Kesem, as well as the Arjo Dedesa sugar factory bought from a
private foreign company.34 Through these expansions and new factories, the ESC
planned to produce 2.25 million tonnes of sugar annually, meet domestic demand by
the end of 2013, increase the annual production of ethanol to 181,604 kilolitres, generate
101 MW of electricity, and export 1.25 million tonnes of surplus sugar to the inter-
national market.35

The Arjo Dedesa Sugar Factory had been established in 2009 by a Pakistani investor,
Al-Habasha Sugar Mills. Before it started producing, it was sold to the ESC in 2012 and
began operations in 2015 with 3000 hectares of sugar cane, and it is expanding to 13,000
hectares.36 The Omo River Basin was selected for the development of four sugar factories
under the Omo Kuraz Sugar Development Project (OKSDP), the largest agricultural
development scheme ever implemented in Ethiopia.37 The initial plan was to construct
five factories, which would cover 245,000 hectares of land.38 Later, the planned area
was reduced to 125,000 hectares by cancelling Factory 4.39 Each factory was planned
to cover 20,000 hectares of land, except Factory 5, which would cover 40,000 hectares.
As of early 2019, 96% of the construction of Factory 2 had been completed, Factory 3
had reached 94% and Factory 5 remained at about 25%.40 A 2019 government report
claimed that Factory 1 was 80% completed,41 but it has been in an indeterminate state
since 2016, when it was reported to the House of Peoples Representatives that the con-
tractor METEC, a military-run corporation, had failed and the contract cancelled.42 By
2019, reports indicate the plans for other factories on about 36,000 hectares of sugarcane
in Beles Valley, and the first factory construction had reached more than 67% and the
second closer to 25%.43 In addition, the Tigray Region hosts Welkait Sugar Factory,
which was planning to grow sugarcane on 39,500 hectares with irrigation from the
Tekeze, Kalema and Zarema Rivers. As of 2019, reports claimed that 88% of the first
phase and 50% of the second phase had been completed.44 These post-2010 develop-
ments amounted to a state-led revolution of the sugar industry and a push for a
massive expansion in the lowlands of Ethiopia.

Investing in sugar: modernist political and economic strategy

The sugar industry has been characterized as a modernist political and economic strategy
throughout its development. In the days of the Imperial Government, the industry had
represented sugar as an ‘exotic’ and ‘modern’ commodity that fitted with the regime’s
determination to ‘modernise’ and ‘accustom’ Ethiopians to modern tastes. The Imperial
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Government’s second five-year development plan (1962–1967) invoked agro-industrial
projects, including the sugarcane industry, with the goal to ‘modernise’ the ‘traditional’
livelihoods through the introduction of large-scale mechanized commercial farming.45

Even though the ethno-political discourse of the EPRDF challenged some of these
modern centre-periphery relations, from 2000 to 2010 the EPDRF piloted new sugar
development projects following a similar modality, pursuing a centralized expansion
and establishment of factories with the justification of an ‘antipoverty struggle’, ‘utilising
natural resources’ and facilitating ‘equitable development in the relatively underdeve-
loped regional states’.46

Post 2010, the government re-oriented itself from a decentralized ethnic-based feder-
alism to a more centrist and explicitly modernist developmental state model.47 The
Growth and Transformation Plans (GTP) envisaged the sugar industry as a strategic
sector for development in the country by exploiting the resources of irrigable lowlands
and river basins and fostering a structural transformation of the economy. The lowlands
were defined as ‘sparsely inhabited’ areas with only ‘15% of the total population’ charac-
terized as ‘structurally weak’, or ‘unused’ but comprising ‘60 to 65% of the total landmass’
or ‘80% of the arable land’ of the country.48 The dominant government narratives defined
the sugar developments as a key tool to modernization through irrigation of river basins
in the extensive lowlands49 in order to provide employment, extract resources, generate
revenues and advance a social, economic and political transformation of the pastoral
frontier.50

One may question why, within this modernist discourse, sugar production has contin-
ued to be envisioned as a key to developing the nation. The continued expansion of the
industry is partly justified by a macro-economic narrative of growing domestic demand
for sugar, ethanol and electricity that presents import substitution as the appropriate aim
of the government. However, investments in the sugar industry took place at certain
points in time that generally correlate with high international commodity prices.
There was a sugar price spike in 1963, and two years later, Metahara was established;
the highest prices of the last half-century were seen in 1974, after which the first assess-
ment for Fincha was undertaken; prices rallied from 1985 to 1990, the period when
investments in Fincha took place (Figure 1). In this economic perspective, expansion
could serve both the aims of domestic supply via import substitution while also envision-
ing goals of high future export revenues. Despite the massive investments made, Ethiopia
still relies on imports of sugar to the amount of 275,000 tons in 2015, 300,000 tons in
2016, 170,000 tons in 2017, 300,000 tons in 2018 and 200,000 in 2019.51

The post-2010 investments manifested the largest sugar adventure so far and
coincided with good access to an international market with high prices. While the
timing of investments indicate export revenue generation a major goal, this is not
the only motivation, as demonstrated by the on-going commitment to past and new
projects amidst price crashes. In 2006/2007, the EU Agricultural Minister introduced
a reform to reduce the sugar output of EU member states through a voluntary restruc-
turing scheme.52 This reform permitted the global south to compete in the EU market,
stimulating increased sugar production.53 In particular, the EU’s Everything But Arms
(EBA) economic partnership initiative for ‘least developed countries’ offered duty-free
and quota-free market access. Under this policy, Ethiopia exported between 14,000 and
24,000 tonnes of sugar per year in the period 2001–2009.54 Following these experiences
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with duty-free export markets, the first GTP considered the potential of the sector to
‘contribute to export diversification and foreign exchange earnings’.55 Similarly, the
second GTP envisaged earning 586.2 million USD by the end of the plan year
through exporting sugar to the global market. Moreover, the Sugar Technology
Roadmap set a vision to make the country among the top 10 most competitive and
technologically advanced sugar-producing countries, with a goal of holding a 2%
share of the global market by 2016. In addition, the USA tariff-rate quota options per-
mitted several countries to access the US sugar market. Coupled with these global
market opportunities, the global price of sugar saw a record-high increment in 2010
(Figure 1).

Increasing the production of ethanol and bagasse – a renewable fuel that is burnt to
produce electricity – is another motivation behind the big push to increase the pro-
duction of sugar. Ethiopia has no significant oil reserves and relies on imports to meet
its demand, making petroleum products the largest category of imports by value in
recent years.56 The production of ethanol has been used to reduce import demand by
blending locally produced ethanol with imported fuels as the demands for fuel
imports become pressing. Studies have found that ethanol production in Ethiopia is
viable and a way to reduce spending on imports.57 Fincha was the first ethanol-producing
plant and ethanol has been exported since 2005, largely to Europe.58 Due to rising oil
prices, ethanol blending with fuel commenced within Ethiopia in 2009. Since then, dom-
estic energy consumption has increased, and the last two GTPs aimed to increase the pro-
duction of ethanol. However, the production of ethanol is not solely for domestic
consumption, as development plans and the Sugar Technology Roadmap also aim to
increase exports to generate foreign currency.

Apart from these economic factors, a critical analysis of the modernist political and
economic approach and history of the Ethiopian sugar industry displays its embedded
social and political rationale, which includes extending control over natural resources,
managing settlement patterns, and deepening state power over the lowlands commu-
nities. The modernist policy discourses employed by the industry is centred on new econ-
omic, social and political opportunities for these communities through employment,

Figure 1. Historical sugar prices in $US. Source: Macrotrends, Sugar prices historical chart data.
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agribusiness and the development of social services and infrastructure. It portrays a
future of mass employment and opportunities for local people who benefit from improv-
ing labour market, transfer of skills, and ultimately being enabled to modernize their way
of life.59 The government expressed similar goals of balancing ‘land and labour’,60 in the
way PASDEP and the two GTPs frame the sugar factories as development corridors that
create employment and new settlement opportunities for the young and growing popu-
lation of the central highlands.

Policy narratives present outgrower schemes as a way of linking the private sector with
smallholders.61 The ESC frames the outgrower schemes – implemented through 67 out-
grower associations with 15,011 household members in Wonji–Shoa, Fincha, Tendaho,
Kesem and Omo Kuraz areas – as a collaborative strategy with lowland people.62

However, the observed history suggests that the industry employed outgrower schemes
rather as an instrument to counter resistance against the displacement created by the
expansion of Wonji–Shoa and Metahara sugar factories.63 Materially, the purported
measures to compensate agro-pastoralists for the dispossession of landholdings appear
more like facilitative instruments for the smooth entry of the sugar industry than real
and inclusive agribusiness strategies. The participation of affected communities in the
outgrower schemes is no more than 6% of the affected households (Table 1 and Figure 2).

The top-down, industrial power hierarchies established64 enabled the industry and
the central government to significantly expand its control over land and natural
resources. This critical assessment of the modernist model of political and economic
development is consistent with the concept of pastoral frontier dynamics, seeing the
industry’s modernist, discursive approach as a social and environmental re-engineering
programme65 aimed to increase the control over natural resources and population,66

thickening state power67 and enhancing its capacity to exploit the lowlands.68 The
industry’s modernist policy discourse of ‘social mobilisation’, ‘awareness’, ‘develop-
ment army’ and ‘social service delivery’ (Table 1) expounds on government penetration

Figure 2. Total hectares earmarked for sugar cane plantation. Source: Central Statistics Agency (CSA)
for commercial data; ESC reports for state-run projects.
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and control over communities based on the reinforced agency of the state.69 However,
the ‘resettlement’ and ‘service delivery’ programme actually ‘relocates’ agro-pastoralists
and ‘disposes’ them of their communal landholdings;70 so that the attempts at ‘re-skil-
ling’ rather facilitate ‘de-skilling’ from their long-established ‘metis’.71 Thus, ‘social
mobilization’ and the creation of ‘development army’ structures appear rather like
regime practices to dominate local institutions and actors through expanding state
structures and bureaucratic power.

Crisis and new directions of the sugar industry

Social and political crisis of the sugar industry

Even if the sugar industry presents itself as an inclusive development partner with
lowland communities, reports show that the modernist trajectory of resource extraction
and management of the population in re-located settlements fostered social crises of dis-
placement and marginalization, which have occurred since the early days of the sugar
buzz. The Wonji sugarcane plantation and the expansion of Shoa Sugar Factory inten-
sified the competition over land by annexing close to 7000 hectares of pastoral land.72

Dispossession became a serious phenomenon during the EPRDF period, in which the
total ESC estate increased to more than 280,000 hectares of land (Figure 2 and Table
1). The modernist trajectory involved land dispossession and forced resettlement and vil-
lagization73 and triggered severe contestation from below.

As argued above, the pastoralists observed that the outgrower schemes were incompa-
tible with their livelihoods and some of them contested and left the scheme in the wake of
the contestation by the Sultan of Awssa.74 More than 50 years later, the participation of
communities in this scheme is insignificant and fails to increase the local communities’
participation and their economic gains. Chiefly, the scheme is criticized for failing to con-
sider communities’ freedom to enter into and influence contractual agreements. The out-
growers’ contractual relations, land rights, modes of production, market chains, payment
for labour, and access to technology and irrigation, are all centrally determined by the
industry.75

Private sector participation in outgrower scheme remained insignificant. The ESC
estate covers more than 280,000 hectares and its actual sugarcane plantation area is
more than 120,000 hectares of land (Figure 2 and Table 1). However, private sector invol-
vement affects less than 12,000 hectares, of which Hiber Sugar Company farms 6200 hec-
tares of formerly uncultivated land in Amhara Region.76 In 2014, Amibara agreed with
Kesem Sugarcane factory to produce sugarcane on its 6000 hectares cotton farm in
Afar region.77 By 1991 communities cultivated only 1020 hectares of land in outgrower
schemes,78 which after the expansion and big push had increased to only 17,250 hectares
in 2019 (Table 1). Therefore, as Weis argued, the ‘vanguard capitalism’ of the state and
ruling political party (EPRDF) dominates developmental investments, fuses state and
market, and weaken private investments.79

Above all, the communities had neither the inclination nor a sufficient number of free
hands for the laborious task of cane cutting, and hence it created new settlements that
changed the forms of social interaction as well as competing social relations. In the
early days, the industry brought young labourers from Kambata and Wolaita, which
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had lasting consequences for social relations, including becoming associated with the
eviction and marginalization of the lowland people of Jille–Oromo.80 Similarly, the
large movement of labourers during the EPRDF’s big push caused new settlement pat-
terns, which intensified social competition and exclusion in and between communities.

Economic crises of the industry

Apart from these issues of exclusion, during the period of the EPRDF regime, the sugar
industry endured multiple crises with regard to meeting its economic goals. During the
PASDEPperiod, the industry encountered a series of delays and experienced poor perform-
ance in expansions and new projects. The GTP I assessed the progress of the sugar master
plan as meeting only 15% (177,120 tons) of the sugar production planned for 2009/2010.81

A similar crisis emerged following the award of contracts for the ten factories, with con-
cerns raised regarding the feasibility studies, planning, technical capacity, and prior experi-
ence of the contractor (mainly METEC), as well as regarding funding sources, and the
social, political, economic and environmental costs of the projects. In 2013, the Ethiopian
Industrial Development Strategic Plan (2013–2025) assessed the situation and acknowl-
edged that the unreasonable delays and poor performance of the sugar factories were
due to poor leadership, financial constraints, and infrastructural limitations.82

The ESC’s self-assessment of the performance of the sugar industry plan at the end
of the GTP I period (2010/11-2014/15) showed that only 18% of the sugar, 14% of the
ethanol, and 30% of the electricity production targets were met.83 The plan was to
export surplus sugar, but instead, the government banned the export of sugar and con-
tinued to rely upon imported sugar.84 In comparison, two stimulants, coffee and
khat,85 have remained Ethiopia’s most important export crops. Moreover, the plan
to increase the production of ethanol to blend it with fuel was below the target set
and therefore did not have the desired impact on the steadily increasing fuel import
and debt crisis of the country (Figure 3). The Growth and Transformation Plan II

Figure 3. Import of petroleum products and the rise in Ethiopia’s national debt. Source: NBE, Annual
report of 2015/16, 2016/17 and 2017/18; World Bank, Data Bank – Ethiopia.
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(GTP II, 2015/16-2019/20) did not fully capture the depth of these crises, yet it
acknowledged the delays in the expansion and construction of new factories and
their impacts. GTP II associated these delays with poor ‘project planning and manage-
ment’,86 and overlooked the complex social, political, economic, and environmental
factors of the crisis. Instead, it distinguished the massive sugar development plans of
GTP I as the grand cornerstone of the government’s developmental discourse.87 More-
over, it opted for an ambitious plan to increase sugar production to 4.9 million tons, to
generate 586.2 million USD in foreign currency from exports, to produce 474 MW of
electricity, and produce 442 million litres of ethanol by the end of 2020.88 However,
the crises that began during the PASDEP period continued into the GTP II period
and became a key source of the national debt in the post-2018 Ethiopia period. By
the end of December 2019, without the interest rate, the ESC owed a debt of 81.64
billion Birr [US$2.6 billion] for local banks and US$ 2.1 billion for foreign banks;
and yet, the estimated asset of the sugar factories [88 billion Birr; US$2.85] could
cover less than half of the total interest of the total 144 billion Birr debt.89 Therefore,
as Kamski assesses the southwestern developments,90 the industry is a failed develop-
ment intervention.

Post-2018 reforms – privatization

Following nationwide protests from 2016 to 2018, the new government led by Prime
Minister Abiy Ahmed from April 2018 presented a different direction for the sugar
industry by proposing to liberalize the state-dominated economy and grant a greater
role to the private sector. The ESC was experiencing a set of deep economic, social
and political crises. As a result, the large, state-owned sugar investments were being
put up for potential sale – with the alternatives of full or partial privatization
options.91 The government justified privatization of the industries mainly by referring
to the goals of reducing external debt, improving credit to the private sector and creating
jobs, thus putting the economy on a sustainable path.92 Therefore, the privatization
reform has largely focused on generating foreign currency and managing the debt
crisis of the sector. The medemer, or synergy, political and economic discourse and
the 10-years indigenous economic policy of the Prosperity Party (the successor of
EPRDF since 2019), promised open, transparent and competitive process of privatiza-
tion, including 5–6 sugar factories.

In April 2019, the Ministry of Finance dispatched a Request for Information (RFI) to
potentially interested buyers, and the long-standing and still operational factories of
Wonji–Shoa, Metahara, and Fincha attracted the interest of domestic and international
companies.93 The government has prepared draft legislation to regulate the privatization
and future course of the sugar industry, which aims to enhance productivity by strength-
ening private sector participation, supporting outgrowers, and establishing a regulatory
agency called the Ethiopian Sugar Board.94 Via these changes, the proclamation aspires to
meet domestic demand, generate exports, create jobs, and attract investors. Later, accord-
ing to a Roadmap for Privatization, the government decided to retain the most pro-
ductive and economically strategic sugar industries but to transfer in different phases
only the sugar factories Kuraz 1, 2 and 3, Beles 1 and 2, Arjo Dedessa, Kesem, Wolqaite,
and Tendaho.95
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However, this plan remains controversial. A member of the House of People’s Repre-
sentatives commented that, ‘the construction of the sugar plants is financed by billions of
dollars of foreign debt while some of them are stagnated and have lagged behind their
official timetable’; and asked ‘how are we going to transfer them just because we only
have the desire to do so?’96 The Minister of Finance and Economic Ministry, Ahmed
Shide, replied that ‘the government has decided to privatize the companies in their pre-
vailing status’.97 The reply appears to play down the complex socio-economic and politi-
cal crises of the sector. Most importantly, the prerequisites to privatize sugar factories
implicate the embedded complex economic, social and political concerns among the
lowland communities’ in the privatization. The wealth estimation report of Booker
Tate Limited, a British company hired to consult the privatization process, recommends
prerequisites to improve market value of the sugar factories; and the Privatization
Roadmap of ESC acknowledged these conditions, including the rule of law around
sugar factories and proof of land ownership of sugarcane plantations.98

The Roadmap for Privatization claims that a problem of lawlessness exists in commu-
nities living around the factories; stresses the difficulty of maintaining the regular oper-
ation of the factories; and prescribes a concerted effort of the federal and regional
government to ensure the rule of law. Pointing in a similar direction, the Tendaho
plant was compelled to suspend its production in April 2019.99 Of course, during the
post-2018 period, unprecedented lawlessness and unrest in most parts of the country,
threatens the reform measures. Report also confirms that repeated attacks by rebel
Oromo Liberation Army forced Fincha sugar factory to halt production in February
2022.100 Besides, the Roadmap acknowledges the challenge of proving the land use
rights of the factories and sugarcane plantations, and the serious difficulties of acquiring
land certificates. After all the years of development, only Wonji-Shoa and Fincha sugar
factories have title deeds for their projects; the remaining 11 factories, including Mete-
hara, lack land certificates.101 The Roadmap accuses the regional governments and
local administrations of refusing to comply with the repeated requests for land certificates
by the ESC and sugar factories. For instance, when requested to issue a land certificate for
Tendaho and Kesem sugar factories, the Afar region replied that ‘we cannot give the land,
because it belongs to the clans’.102 Several factory development maps contradict local rea-
lities by encroaching on communities’ residence, farm and pastureland. Hence, the
Roadmap calls for the direct intervention of the Office of the Prime Minister in securing
title deeds.

With the privatization reform agenda, a company named Ethio Sugar Manufacturing
Industry emerged and vigorously joined the race to acquire the most productive sugar
plants, namely Wonji–Shoa and Metehara. The company was formed and dominated
by local business elites (primarily from the Oromia region), who entered into nego-
tiations with the ESC and the Office of the Prime Minister and offered to purchase
both industries.103 They claimed an inclusive business strategy by associating themselves
with the wider communities who has an economic, social and political tie with these fac-
tories as major shareholders of the ompany. However, the ESC and the federal govern-
ment expressed concern about the company’s business strategy; and in the process,
controversies were observed.

Initially, the ESC opposed an advertisement for the subscriptions of the company
shares. It asked the Broadcasting Authority to ban the company’s advertisement, alleging
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it to be an illegal use of the image of the ESC and the trademark of Wonji-Shoa Sugar
Factory. This caused pressures that included the proliferation of domestic and inter-
national phone calls and in-person inquiries into speculations and politicization of the
privatization of Wonji-Shoa and Metehara sugar factories.104 The association of the
sugarcane outgrower farmers, factory workers, and local civil servants with the specu-
lations and politicization of the privatization created tensions among the sector manage-
ment and affected the regular operations of the factories. As a result, in September 2019,
the Broadcasting Authority temporarily terminated the company advertisement.

On top of this, the federal government’s decision to retain the most productive indus-
tries and privatize only the remaining encountered competing interests, narratives, and
reactions from the Company. In a press statement in July 2019, the company opposed the
federal government’s decision, sought an inclusive business and raised the problem of
marginalization and its strong social base with the communities affected by the fac-
tories.105 In the statement, the Company claims the mobilization of more than 60,000
local communities including sugar factories outgrower associations, farmers, factory
workers and local government employees as the majority shareholders of the
company; and based on personal loan agreement, it arranged access to finance from
Awash, Oromia Cooperative and United Banks.106 By stressing shareholders strong his-
torical, social, economic and political ties with the factories, the press statement asked the
government to give the company an equitable space in the privatization process.107 This
strategy aims to create pressure by promoting and politicizing its shareholders and the
communities in the negotiations taking place in the privatization process.

Conclusion

This article argues that the modernist development approach of the sugar sector has been
a political and economic strategy of the last three successive central governments of
Ethiopia. They have envisioned the industry as a strategic tool to modernize land,
environment and society, and claimed to pursue economic goals of increasing sugar pro-
duction, expanding market access, generating foreign currency and increasing economic
growth. Furthermore, their modernist social, environmental and political ambitions are
embedded in these economic goals of the state-industrial complex. Promoting the econ-
omic goals of the sugar industrial complex, the state marginalized, and in some cases sus-
pended, communities’ power to make and exercise choices about their resources and
livelihoods. The policy discourses prioritized the transformation of pastoralists and
agro-pastoralist habitation and livelihood strategies into those of settled outgrower
farmers and labourers. Consequently, the discourse, resources and processes of the
industrial sugar expansion have caused significant marginalization of the power and
agency of affected people.

Advancing these modernist policy discourses, the sugar industry has been a discursive
and material instrument to enter into the social and environmental settings of the local
communities, redefine, and constrain the agency of actors. It particularly affected the dis-
tribution of resources and power by converting the property regime underpinning com-
munal land use and management to state-controlled property regime, although it was
only partially formalized. The land policy, which assumes state ownership of land and
appropriation of land and land-use rights for smallholder,108 facilitated the state-led
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land identification, resettlement of the pastoralists and transfer of the land to the ESC
estate without proper consultations.109 Besides, its modernist labour market is inconsist-
ent with the community’s livelihood and intensified social conflict and contestation of
power relations. The poorly functioning and centralized outgrower agribusinesses
provide limited protection of the land rights of the affected communities, and signifi-
cantly diminishing their ‘bundle of rights’.110 The industry’s ‘social mobilisation’ and
‘awareness’ programmes reinforced the agency of the state at the expense of community
institutions and processes of decision-making. The modernist political and economic
approach of the industry has demonstrated its deficient commitment to meeting the con-
stitutional obligation ‘to enhance the capacity of citizens for development and to meet
their basic needs’.111 Accordingly, the sugar project reiterates a state programme of a dis-
cursive and material ‘territorial annexation’,112 thickening the authority and control over
peoples and resources,113 and amounting to a problematic social and environmental re-
engineering114 that increasingly shaped socio-economic and political relations between
centre and periphery.

The post-2018 reforms of the industry overlook this historical trajectory of margina-
lization caused by the modernist political and economic approach of the industry. The
privatization reform was partly launched to address economic crises of the central gov-
ernment by enhancing the participation of the private sector, reducing the burden of
public debt, improving the financial and project management capacity of the ESC.
Local business and political elites are now using the claims about past marginalization
as moral and political weapons to challenge the industry strategies and political
reforms and seek to be included in the privatization process. The prevalence of lawless-
ness in the contexts of the sugar estates implies deeply embedded uncertainties and
social, economic and political concerns of the communities that were affected, and
often displaced, by the state-led construction of a sugar industry in pastoral lowlands.
The contestation over the central state demands to issue land title deeds to 11 factories
and plantations displays the resistance of regional and local political actors against the
historical trajectory of exclusion and dispossession of land. In this context, the
company and its business elite use a strategy and discourses of equitable inclusion to
try to advance their interest in retaining or expanding their dominant positions in the
economically strategic industries.

Accordingly, the contestations by communities and political and business actors are
interpreted here as responses to the embedded historical issues of marginalization and
as articulations of agency and demands for more power in the post-2018 privatization
process of the industry. The claim about past adverse incorporation of communities in
the sugar industrial projects, and the presentation of the affected communities as
major shareholders of the emerging company articulate a more inclusive business strat-
egy. Such articulation of agency establishes a ground for the communities to gain and
exercise power to and power over in radically changed ways. It highlights the interest
in rectifying the historical injustice and exploit an advantage in the renewed competition
over control of the companies. At the same time, however, the desire of local business
elites to dominate the privatization process and concentrate power through a hostile
takeover strategy seems highly probable. The reported lawlessness, contestation over
the issuing of land certificates for the sugarcane plantations, and the business strategy
of the local actors are evidences of the smear collaboration of local business and political
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elites in playing for power over the reform process. However, a just and sustainable devel-
opment of the sugar industry in Ethiopia requires revisiting and reforming the develop-
ment model of the sector, recognizing its negative impact on the power and agency of the
affected actors, and finding ways to balance the competing interests and reduce harm.
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